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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Egg sales are an important source of farm income for South Dakota
In 1956, cash income derived from egg sales by producers

producers.

included 5.5 per cent of South Dakota's cash farm income. l Although
egg production does not usual ly constitute a me.Jor farm enterprise, it
is important to farm families as it yields a fairly steady income
throughout the year.
For many years, egg producers in South Dakota have received the
louest egg prices in the nation.

In the 1951-55 period, South Dakota

egg prices were more than ten cents per doze'JJ below the national
average.2 This has been due
structure.

in

part to the inefficiency of the marketing

The egg industry of South Dakota has traditional ly marketed

surplus eggs through channels cha.rac terized by many middlemen handling
stages.

A majority of eggs flow-through the fol lowing channel:

producer,

local buyer, assembly plant, wholesale buyers, jobber, ·retailer, and

finally the consumer.3 There are indications that marketing costs and

quality loss rise u the number of handling stages increases. 4

1soutb Dakota Poultry. Production, and Marketing, South Dakota
Crop and Livestock Reporting SerYlce, Marcii;J.9S7, pa.ge 38.
2�•• page 32.

3L. B. Darrah, �iness Aspects £f Commercial Poultry Parm.in ,
�
Roland Press Company, New York, New York, 1952, page 70.
4H.B.

�·

Larze lere, Changes _!!! Bgg Qua� from�� Retail Store,
Bulletin 400, Agricultural Experiment Statoii; Michigan State College,
Bast Lansing, September, 1955, pages 9-10.

2

South Dakota is a surplus production state, shipping approxinately

78 per cent of eggs produced to areas largely outside of the Midwest. 5

This is due to the fact that the Midwest i s largely a surplus production

area.. 6 Several egg marketing groups in the Midwest have become increas

ingly aware of the need for greater efficiency.

These snarketing agencies

have attempted to eliminate the several middlemen in the cha.nnel between

local levels and the distant markets. Basically this development is a n
to reduce the marketing costs and quality loss resulting from

attempt

excessive handling. Retail chain stores and assembly plants

have

been

the IUOSt obvious agencies in the development.

It has not been possible for every ma.rlreting agency to capitalize

on this development.

Only those agencies ca�ble of providing large

volumes of eggs and diversified marketing services have succeeded.

are indications that retail and wholesale buyers are interested in

There

dealing only with the larger, dependable marketing agencies. 7 It has been

difficult for small local buyers to satisfy these conditions.

This deyelopment has been of interest to the larger marketing

agencies

in South

Dakota.

Recently, a number of cooperative associations

expressed an inteTest in developing more efficient egg marketing systems.

5� Dakota Agriculture, �. South Dakota Crop
Reporting Service, Sioux Falls, March, 19S7, �ge 67.

and

Livestock

6Emer E. Broadbent, � Supply � Marke tinf _!!! � � Central
Region, Bulletin 591, Agricultural Bxperiment..,Stat�on, University of
Illinois, Urbana, August, 1955, page 9.

7w.P. Mortenson� Trends in the Poultry Industry, Bffects on the
Midwest, Bulletin 523, Agr1.cultural Experime� Station, University o7"�
Wisconsin, June, 1956, page 46.

3
Of particular interest was the possibility of organizing a cooperative
egg marketing federation.

It was felt that better outlets could be

attained through such an organization.

Experience of federations in

other states would indicate that this is a realistic expectation.
Imp-roved cooperative marketing would create increased bargaining
power and higher net returns for many producers. Cooperatives have
played an important role in South Dakota egg marketing for many years.
I n 1957, cooperatives marketed over 20 per cent of total egg sales in
South Dakota.
Objectives
The purpose of this study was to test:;the following hypotheses:
Major

hypothesis:
I.

That the organization of a federation of egg marketing

cooperatives in eastern South Dakota is feasible.
Subsidiary hypotheses:
II.

That selling South Dakota eggs tbroug, h a cooperative feden.

tion w-0uld improve marketing efficiency.
Ill.

That the managers of South Dakota egg marketing cooperatives

would be interested in selling through a federated organization.
Procedure

A list of licensed egg buyers in South Dakota was obtained from
the South Dakota Department of Agriculture. All cooperative associations
were selected from this 1957 listing.

It

wn "noted

that of the 32

associations selected, 29 associations were ea.st of the Missouri River.

4

As a result of this geographical concentration the study was confined to

the Ba.st River Area. Twenty-eight cooperative association managers were

contacted try personal interview during January and February of 1958. One

association declined participation in the survey.
Definition of Terms

1. Cooeerative Association: A cooperative association is a local

producer-owned organization. Individual usociations vary considerably
as to function and size. The creaaery is the most co11U11-on type of

cooperative in Soath Dakota. Association an<l cooperative will be
referred to synonomously.

2. Federation: The term federation .i;,efers to an organization

composed of two or more cooperative associations. A federation includes

elements of horizontal and vertical integration. Federation as used
here refers to an egg marketing organization.

3. � Agency: Sales �ency refers to that portion of a

federation that has been developed for the purpose of egg sales.
4.

High Qua.li!J !e!,:

High quality eggs as used here refers

to United States Staodards of inclividu•l shell egg quality: Grade A

Grade AA.

and

5

CHAPr.ER II
FEDERATION DEVELOPMENT
The formation of federations among egg marketing cooperatives,
for sales an<! other purposes, has been slower than anoog other commodity
associations. 8 This ha.s been due, in part, to the greater lack of
geographic concentration of cooperatives in the poultry prodoc ts field.
The separate and no,n-coordinated operation of many relatively small
producer associations has been one of the weaknesses i n the cooperative
.marketing of poultry products.
Competition has caused the leaders of egg marke ting cooperatives
9
to become increasingly cost and efficiency coiascious.
"<

Federations

were organized to increase cooperative egg marke ting efficiency.
Federation Objectives
In 1 955, egc marketing fe�rations were located in Gal ifornia,
Massachusetts, New Jersey. New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania',. and Utah. 10
Some federations were established for the purpose of marketing eggs as
a sales agency.

Others were organized as non-marketing agencies with

functions of proC10tion and advertising.

All of the marketing federations

handled other commod ities in addition to eggs ....
•

8�armer Cooperatb·es in the United State$, F.C.S. Bulletin 1,
- --r-Farmer Cooperative Service,
United States Department of Agr1culture,
Washington, D .c. , December, 195S, page 113.
9Ibid. , page 114.
10�• • page 112.

6
Integration

'lho fo:m.1tion of cooperative associations waa duo to the desire

of producers to obtain bargaining power and the "rrd.ddle."ll8.n • s lharo. ,.ll
Federatiorui of coopora.tiveo dosi{,'Iled to narket eggf:l havo beon an extension
of this purposo.

The typical advantagee resulting from the combination

of egg marketing cooperatives vere realized by the Federated Egg Coopera•
-

,

tives, Inc. , of Ohio.12

The act of fedorating accomplished two things

for cooperative associations in Ohio.

The eonbination of cooperatives

permitted tho assembly of largo volura.oa or oggs.
bargaining power

This enhanced the

or the individual aasociationB in the aame manner that

the forming of local associations a•sistod tho producer. Expand.ad
.
marketing facilities, feaaible with increaae<L volume, permitted the
1'oderation to replace the aeecmbly and whoJ.eeale middlemen with ita cnm
Ales agoncy.

The federation, b;y horizontal. and vertical integration of

local associations, increased bargaining power and replaced unneeded
middlerien.
A recent study reported that greater integratioo of the marketing
process rosulted in fever traneactions QJ.ong the marketing route causing
ra ductione 1n marketing coats. 13 Reduced marketing costs reportedly rise

, l¾.H. Elaworth, l1m stor.r 9l Farmore1"�Cooperativee. Circular
E-23, United States �fJ)artment or Agriculture, Farm Credit Adminiatration,
Waahington, D.C • • 1945, page 5.

._,,

.sm·

- 12H.E. Ratcl.1££0, C!9P9l!:tiU l:fKlcet.� !JJ. .ima
Pou1trz �
Agriculture, Farm Credit
� Bulletin• 59, United tates· Departmant·
Administration, Waabi�ton, D.C., Mq, 1950. ,Rago U.
13w.P. Mortenaon, Trut1an F. Grat, Mafke�inft kt .in � ldYs! States,
Bulletin 168, .Agricultural EJpor:Lwmt station, UniverfJity of Wisconsin,
Madison, July, 19501 page 20-21.

7
from the el.imilla.t1on of excessive handling and egg quality loes respectin'.cy'.

Integrated marketing by federations has permitted greater control over

narketing !'unctions so that duplication o:t serrices could be held to a

m1.n1mum.14

In the same way quality loss resulting from exceas1Te hand•

ling vas eliminated.

Integrated marketing by !ederaiiona eliminated the middleman

pro:tite as inc� owr eJCpenses is distributed among membere. Further

cost reductions might result !ran cost-volume relationships. The larger

volume handled by a federation would probably permit more economical
handling and marketing. 15 Coat per unit comparisons between local

asaociat1ons and a .federation are irrelevant in that different functions

a.re performed.

Total selling costs may be hlgher as a result of integrated sales

activities by a .federation than that of the 1ocal association.

However,

federations are often organized vi.th sel ling as the principal function.

1'he ultimate goal of federated egg marketing would be that of attaining

highest net returns for members. Marketing eosts, important u they are,
an aecondary to this goal.

Price Determination
The egg market from the stampoint of �e individual producer hae
been highly compet1tive. 16 Demaixl tar his eggs has been highly elastic.
14J.J. Scanlan, Parmer Cooperative Service, Washington, D.c. ,
..__
(Private Communication), March, 1958.
16.t.B. Darrah, ER.• cit. , page

41.

8
The producer bas been unable to affect greatl.y the price received fo� h1a
egca .

'lbe local cooperatives have enjoyed a limited am0'UOt of control

in the prices at which their egga '1ere sold .

However, f ederations bave

obtained a greater degree of success in uveloping mre favorable aarteta.
Torrunal Tradi,m

nu

tradin1 in the Unita(t Statco ls lu;elv transacted in term

of prices establishe d in the central =.rltcu. 11 '!he amount o f eg,::s
trade d through the central ma.rt.et a bu become uni�rtantly srmll.

In

the Chicago area, only one-half' o f one per cent of ecss consumed pass
through the Chicago Mercantile ll.'"U:hance .18
So

people feel that a few luge handler• control tbe "price

aaking" atructuro in the central 111arkets.
to substantiate thia vlew.

19

A . �eport by Mancbester tends

'1bc report indkated that four to eight

lup wholesale lir118 controlled prices in � Doaton and New York cgc
muteta bf supply aanipulation..

1besc wholeaale f ir-cs were located

atrate11ca1J.y t.tween producers and consumrs and 11:cre able to "uaate the
aartet" by buyin or aclli.ng a very sCJa.11 volume of esp.

�lthou&h

producer•• asaeaablrra, and consumers play a put in 'the supply-deaand
factor• which affect price it wu t1'.e saall nw:iber o f 111.Ddlers in a few
tey markets wbo aoat directly affected egg prices (Pi re 1) .

It is at

1 73.0. Gerlad, .T. Pritchard, t'r icin( � at Wholesale in Ne.
York .£!.!I, MAA 210, United States l'epartment oTAgriculture , Agrlcuitural
iia'rietlnj Senice, Wasbll\ston, o.c., January, 1958, pace 1 .
1

� .T. Pritchard, o.c. Heater, l'ricin& !U!. !.! Wholesale .!!
Chicago and St. Louia, MM 173, United States l'epartment of Agri.culture ,
Atrr lculturiiliarietlng Sen-ice , \'f11h1113�on, J .C. , nay, 195 7 , page 9 •
1 9.A .C. -.iancheater, � Quotation rrlEiN Syste11, Ph.D. Thesia,
Hu,,ard University, 1951, Pa.rt III, pace 4 .

9
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the point (A) that price-making factors focus. Accordingly, egg prices
for the en tire industry may be determined

by

a small marketing operation

in the terminal market. Federations in New York and Pennsylvania have

successfully influenced egg prices

by

entering into terainal markets

(Focal point "A"). 20 Not all federations, however, have actively

engaged in trading in the central niarkets. The bulk of eggs marketed

through federations are shipped directly to retail chain stores and
other retail outlets. 21
Retail Purchase Policies
The

egg purchasing policies o f chain food stores have !llOre

influence on the suppliers than in the past. 22 Cha.in store buyers

purchase from large voluae suppliers capable of providing a large share

or all of their egg requirements.

Purchasing from oa.ny suppliers has

complicated accounting piocedures and increased quality control problems.

Federations capable of providing large quantities of eggs have experienced

little difficulty in obtaining profitable outlets.

An important factor in develo-ping a favorable outlet is to provide

a

highly desirable product. 23

In

egg marketing this

has meant

supplying

eggs of high unifora quality. A federation can not afford to neglect

2°'1'wo or .mo re cooperatives are not legally permitted to make agree
ments, either oral or written relative to the prices at w hich they sell.
A federation of oooperatives legally aay do so for its members. (Capper
Volstead Act.)

21 Farmer Cooperatives _!E � United States, 2.1?• .s!!• . pace 114.

22w.P. Mortenson, �• .£!!. , pase 46.
23Marketing � . Pan:iers' Bulletin No. 1378, United States Depart
ment of Agrlculturc, Agricultural Marketing Service, \'lashington. o.c.,
May, 1955, page 38.

11

Federated Egg Cooperatives, Ine • • experienced that

the quality factor .

the average quality of eggs handled under the federation was higher th&n

for the average of cooperative associations prior to federating. 24 'Ibis
w&s

explained by the fact that efforts were made to promote better

production practices and increased handling e fficiency at association
levels.

Promotion � Advertisin�
Promotion and advertising have been successful tools in carket
deyelopment.

Inc reased consumer deoand and greater net returns have

been the result

of pronotion and advertising in the egg industry. Along

with others, cooperatives have established some of the most famous

trade ma.r ks and brand names in the industry through this deyice. 2 5
Federation

-

Study

A particularly useful study relative to a federation was
by the United States

released

Department of Agriculture in 1951. 26 A survey of

62 egg marketing cooperatives in the Northeastern States wa.s designed to
obtain information

regarding the following objectives :

to determine

the need for a federated agency, to discover what benefits were to be
expected, and to deteriaine the aost desirable type of agency.
The survey and statistics given in the study indicated that a

2411.E. Ratcliffe, �25

_!lli

., page 27.

ill•,

page 11.

5

26J.J. Scanlan, ! Central �i;ency � Northeastern
and PoultrI
Coope ratives, Special Report. United States Department of AgrI'culture,
Pa.rm Credit Administration, Washington, Q c . , May, 1951.
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federation would be beneficial' to its inembers and to the poultry

industry of the Northeastern States. The conclusions were that the

egg marketing situation contained all the prerequisites for a successful

agency provided that a federation was organized and operated to meet the
needs of the participating associations.
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CHAPl'BR II I
COOP.BRATIVE MARKETING ACTIVITIES
It is the design of this chapter to discuss cooperative egg

marketing activities in South Dakota as they pertain to federating.
General cooperative marketing activities , handling practices and market
ing channels used by cooperatives were examined.

It was felt that this

information would lead the formation of a conclusion to the possibility

of improving cooperatives by means of feder.ated operations.
Cooperatives in South Dakota

In 1957, 32 cooperative associations were engaged in egg marketing
activities in South Dakota.

Ilgg marketing cons tituted the main line of

business for 15 associations. 27

Egg marketing was the sole activity of

three associations co ntac ted during the survey.

Practically all of the

associations were originally organized for the pu,rpose of marketing
creat:t or other dairy products.
operation was usually re cent.

The addition of egg marketing to their
The trend toward increased egg prod uctio n

in South Dakota has undoubtedly ha.cl an influe n ce on this oc currence . 28

V o lume Hand led
The 28 cooperative associations whic h were surveyed handled 23,231, 231
dozen eggs in 1957, representing 1 9 . 9 per cent of total egg sales in South

Dakota.

The average volume per associatit> n was 829,687 dozen.

The

27nie main line of business was determined by the val�e of produ ct.
28south Dakota Poultry, Production � Marketing, �- cit . , page 4 .

"�

129900

SO'.JTH DAKOTA STATE C"'�LEGE L!BP.ARY
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volunte handled per associati on ranged from 39,000 dozen to 2 ,500, 000 dozens
o f eggs annually

(Tab le 1) .

Areas Served
nie procurecient areas used by the 28 associations almost
covered the eastern one-third of the s tate (Figure 2) .

The

c omple tely

procurement

areas of individual associations usually overlapped \d th those of other
associations.

The average

had a radius of
wu

1 9 . 3 miles .

f r om three t o 65 miles.

procureme nt area for the group of associations
This figure is misleading because the

In very few cases was the procurement area

of a single plant equal distance in a l l directions.
Tabl e

The procurement areas

VolW!le of Eggs Handled by Cooperative A ssociations in Eastern
South Dakot a , 1957.

1.

Dozens o f Eggs

Handled in 1957

Number 'bf

Assoc iations

Percentage
of Total

199,999

6

21

200,000 - 399,999

4

14

- 599,999

2

17

600,000 - 799,999

4

14

Lesa than

400,000

range

800,000 - 999,999

s

18

1,000,000 - 1,499, 999

3

11

1 , 500,000 - 1, 999, 999

1

4

2,000,000 - over

3

11

Total

28

..,

100

u

. ...

Areaa, C ooperatiYe
S outh Dak ota, 19,7

figure 2 .

Legends

one
buyer

� t,to - three
L:.:.:...:..:.J buyer•
buyer•
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shown are only approximations. In true form they would be Cotl8iderably

mare irregular. It is useful, ho:-rever, for the purpoaee of demonttrating
the areae served

and tho degreo of duplication that existed.
Handling at Association Level

The survey was designed to e:xamine handling practices o£ the 28

cooperative associations

a.a they affect quality. The efficiency of

handling was measured in terms of procurement practices, time and temp
erature roquirements, and grading.
Procurement Praxticaa
A etudy by Larzelere indicated that collection or delivery frail

the producer more than twica a week was not warranted in term• of quality

am trucking
tvioe a

coeta. 29

Collectiorus

and dsµveries more frequent]Jr than

week added mare to trucking costs than to aa�e on quality gain.

More than 84 per cent of cooperative purchue1 in South Dakota
were procured on regular truck routes in 1957. The remaining 16 per cent

were delivered to the a1aociation pl.ante by the produoera. The average
floequeney of truck sorvioe was twice a week per proqucer•

.nat .Im 1'pmper,-turn

A etudy by Feder and Kohlmeyer :Ln 1951 indicated that quality
lo■■es represented one or the primary factors of marketing inefficiency
1n eastern South Dakota. 30 1he study re1ated two conditions of importance
29H. E. Larzolere, op. cit., page �, .
.

.

30E. Feder., w. Kohlmeyer, Eu Mgketing l,,o11e1 � Soutdi Dalcgv.,
Bulletin 414, Agricultural EJiperiment 6 �on, South Dakota State College,
Brooldnga, NOYember, 1951, page 12.
0
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t-0 quality preservation at buying stations. The conditions were holding

time a.nd holding temperatures.

At an average egg case temperature o f 70

degrees, quality loss after grading of "Grade A" eggs was 12 per cent in
48 hours. Quality loss under the same conditions was 20 per cent in 96

In contrast, refrigerated temperatures of 55 degrees restricted

hours.

quality deterioration of "Grade A" quality eggs to three per cent in 144

It was noted that other grades would decline in a somewhat simila.r

hours.

pattern but less rapidly.

Twenty associations held eggs in storage for less than 48 hours

between purchase and sale (Table 2).

Six associat ions sold eggs on an

average of every three days or 72 hours. Two plants regularly held

eggs over 96 hours, while one association sold eggs once a week. The

frequency of sale was largely dependent on the collection pol icy of their
outlets .

It

was the common practice for buyers to pick up eggs from the

association plant.

to buyers.
Table 2.

Length of Time Eggs are Held. Cooperative Associations in
Eastern -South· Dakota, 195 7 .
Percentage
o f Total

Number of
Associations

Length
of Time
Less

Only three cooperative associations delivered eggs

than

48 hours

48 - 96 hours

Over 96 hours
Total

71.4

20
6
2

28

.�

2 1.4

•;,;

100.0

7.2
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Seventy-five per cent of the associations had refrigeration

equiptient (Table 3) . Refrigerated units were particularly comr.1on to
creameries. Refrigeration systens for dairy products apparently
facilitate those for egg storage.

Table 3 .

Storage Practices, Cooperative Associations in Eastern
South Dakota, 1 957.

Type of Storage

Number of

As sociations

R.efr igerated rooa

21

Basement

Unrefrigerated room

None (Direct Delivery)
Total

Percentage
of Total

-1�.o

1

3.5

5

18.0

1

3.S

28

100.0

Gradin;;

Larzelere indicated that buying from farmers on the basis of grade

influenced the ca.re in the production and marketing of eggs. 31 There

was less decline in grade between farm and the buyer than where buying

was done on an ungraded basis. This difference in decline was significant

only for interior quality changes.

All except o ne association graded eggs before resale. Of total

cooperative egg p urchases in 1957, 76.6 pei cent were received on a graded
basi s and 23.4 per cent were purchased as current receipts . 32 (Table 4) .
31H.E. Larzelere,

�•...£.!.!•,

page 17.

32 ungraded eggs are commonly referred to as current receipts.
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Table 4. The Basis of Purchase, Cooperative Associations in Eastern
South Dakota, 1957.
Basis of
Purchases

Volume
Purchased

Graded

17, 789,231

-

Current Receipts

Percentage
of Purchases
76.6

5,542,000

23.4

23,231,231

Total

100.0

Seven plants purchased exclusively on a graded basis. Three associations
purchased solely on the basis of current receipts. The rema.ining 18

plants

purchased by

both

methods,

the amounts

of each varying

with

individual plants. The total amounts purchased by each method indicates

that the graded basis was used most frequ�ntly.
The 25 plants engaged in
-<
graded purchasing had

purchase.

the policy of grading eggs within 24 hours of

Sales of graded eggs represented 89 per cent of total cooperative
sales in 1957 (Table 5 ) .
were graded for
Qual i!)' 2.f

resale.

App_roximately 14 per cent of ungraded purchases

!U! Handled

Tue need for information regarding the factors affecting egg

quality result from incomplete tnowledge of the actual
handled.

Only

estimates

quality

of eggs

of quality were obtained during the survey.

Quallty was measured in terms of the percentage of clean Grade A eggs

4
purchased and sold. No account was taken for variations in Grade A eggs

between associations.
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Table 5.

The Dasis of Sales, Cooperative Associations in £astern
South Dakota, 1957.

Basis of
Sales

Volume
Sales

Percentage
of Sales

of

20, 672, 081

Graded

Current Receipts

89.0

2,559,150

11.0

23,231, 231

Total

100 . 0

I n 22 associations, 60 to 69 pe r cent of the eggs purchased in

1957 were clean Grade A (Table 6). The annual purchases of clean G rade

A eggs averaged between 70 and 79 per cent at four associations. Clean

Grade A eggs accounted for SO to 59 per cent of egg purchases at two
associations. Total cooperative purchase$ for 1957

of

clean Grade A

eggs were 15,808, 925 dozen or 68 per cent o f total egg purchases.
Table 6.

Estimated Proportion of Clean Grade A Eggs Purchases, by
Associations a.nd Volume, Cooperative Associations in Bastern
South Dakota, 19S7.

Percentage of

Assoc iations

Grade A E;�s Purchased
Percentage
Dozen
of Total

Number

Percentage
of Total

70 - 79

4

14.3

2 , 736 , 200

17. 3

60 - 69

22

78.6

12. 616, 125

79.8

2

7. 1

28

100.0

Clean Grade A

Eggs Purchased

so -

59

Total

�

456,610

1S, 808, 925

2. 9

100.0
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Cooperatives sales of clean Grade A eggs were higher than purchases
by 11.9 per cent. This was due to cleaning eggs for resale.

Sales of

clean Grade A eggs represented 70 to 79 per cent of total sales for 11
associations (Table 7). Twelve associations mrketed 80 to 89 per cent
total sales as clean Grade A eggs.

Sales of clean Grade A large eggs

accounted for 60 - 69 per cent of total sales for two plants.

In 1957,

total cooperatives sales of clean Grade A eggs were 18,512, 524 or 79.9
per cent of total coopera.tive sales.
Table

7.

Estimated Proportion of Clean Grade A I:ggs Sold, by Assoc iations
and Volu.c.e, Cooperative Associations in Eastern South Dakota, 1957.

Percentage of
Clean Crade A
Eggs Sold

Associations
Number Percentage
of Total

Grade A Eggs Sold
Dozen
Percentage
of Total

80 - 89

12

42.9

9,321, 569

70 - 79

14

so.o

50.4

8, 641, 287

46.7

60 - 69

2

7.1

549,668

2.9

28

100.0

18,512,524

100.0

Total

The M.a.rketing S tructure
In 19S5, the Agr icultural Marketing S e rvice recommended marketing
channels involving fewer bandlers as a means o f r educing marketing

costs. 33 The smaller the number of agencies through which eggs must

move in the aa.rketing process the fewer the.,, transactions along the
aar k eting route.

This r e duction in handlins stages would result in a

33�rketii!:§ � • .2£ ·

El!• ,

�

page 38.
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reduction in mar�-etinc costs. Blimina.tion of duplication in handline

and unnecessary transpor t movements were oentioned as e,:cessive costs.

The report indicated that another serious m.arkc tinc cost was related to
time in aa.rketing as it affects quality .

It vu; noted that time require

ments increase directly with increascj handlilli stages. This resulted

in a cenerally lower quality level than in ch2,nnels with few r.arketinc

staces.

Larzelere reported an increase in marketing costs as handlinc

stages increased. 34 \'/hen eggs went frou the country station to

the

wholesale plant and then to the market, totitl quality decline was 84

cent& per case . When shipments were directly from the first buyer to
the narket, the decline was only S5 cents per case.
J\.n attempt was 'IUde to determine

associations as well as to trace
sale. 35

the

Co0p!r&tivc rurchases � Sales
All purchases by South

Dakota

..

the

outlets used by cooperative

fldif of eggs beyond that initial

cooperatives in 1957 were from

producers. Cooperative associations handled only those eggs produced
by

aember and other producers.

Sales by the cooperatives t.-crc made

individually. 11lere were no marL"eting agrec.?mcnts between cooperative
associations for selling.

34n.E. Larzelere, �-

.£!!·,

paf:C 1..- .

3S1nformation regarding the cooperative marketing structure
was baaed on the knowledge of the "socia.'tion manager. Each manager
was requested, to trace, if possible, the principal route of his ecgs
to the consumer •
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The sales outlets most commonly used were the produce coapa.nies. 36
Twenty-one plants sold to this type of buyer .

The total volume marketed

through produce companies was 14, 773,231 dozen eggs or 63 .4 per cent of
total cooperative sales (Tables 8 - 9) .
Table 8.

Principal Egg Market Outlets, by Number of Associations,
Cooperative Associations in Eastern South Dako ta, 19S7.

Number of
Associations

Type of
Outlet Used
Produce Companies
Receivers
Assembly Plants

Percentage
of Associations

9

.32.1
42.8

5
1

17.9

12

Wholesale Buyers
Local (South Dakota)
New York
Retail Store
Local (South Dakota)
Chain Store (Minnesota)

0
1

3.6

_,

�

28

Total

100.0

Wholesale outlets were used by six associations.
plants marketed through local wholesale buyers.

Five of these

The other association

shipped eggs to a wholesale receiver in New York City.

Total egg sales

to wholesale buyers in 1957 were 7 , 452, 000 dozen eggs or 32 per cent of

total cooperative sales.
One

coopera tiye association sold directly to a retail chain

store in Minnesota.

This plant shipped 1, 000,000 dozen eggs or 4 . 3 per

36Produce Company as used here includes all privately-owned
receiving stations and assembly plants.
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Table 9.

Principal Outlets Used, by Volume of Eggs, C ooperative As socia,..
tions in Eastern South Dako ta, 195 7.

Type of
Outlet Used

Volume
of Eggs

Produce Company
Receivers
Assembly Plants

Wholesale Buyer
Local (South Dakota)
New York

Percentage of
Volume

Total

2,786,121
11, 987,110

11.9

5 , 2 10, 171
2 , 241,829

22.4

51.S
9.6

Retail Stores
Local (South Dakota)
6,000
Chain Store (Minnesota) ...!.a.Ooo, ooo

.3
4.· 3

100.0

23,231,231

Total

cent of total cooperative sales to this oqtlet.

Sales to local retailers

accounted for 6,000 dozen eggs or .03 per cent of total cooperative

sales.

Bach of the plants used more than one outlet. However, �ach of

them marketed most of its eggs through a single outlet.
Private Sales

The number of middlemen in

the

channel between the individual

cooperative and the consumer were considered in terms of handling
stage s.

Only one association marketed eggs in a single stage handling

cha.nnel (Table 10).

Si.x associations used a three stage handling

channel. The largest number of associatioi'is, thirteen, marketed eggs

in a four stage channel. The eight remaif\ing associations used a five
stage marketing channel.
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Table 10. Number of Handlint; Stages in Market Channel Between Cooperative
and Consumer, by Number of Associations, CooP,erative Associa
tions in Eastern South Dakota, 1957.!1
Number of
Handling Stages

Number of
Associations

One Stage

1

Two Stage

•

3.6

0

Three Stage
Pour Stage
Five Stage

0

6

21.4

13

46.4

28.6

8

Total

Percentage of
Associations

100 . 0
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l/ The assumption was ma.de that assembly plants sell to whole
salers who in turn sell to jobbers. Darrah reported this to be the D)St
collllllon type of marketing channel in the M id\1�st. 37
..,

Sales direct from cooperatives to retail stores represent the

one stage channel. The three stage channel involved a wholesaler, a

jobber, and a retailer. The four stage cha.nnel involved a.n assembly

plant, a wholesaler, jobber, and a retailer. A receiving station, an
assembly plant, a wholesaler, a jobber and a retailer constituted the

five stage marketing process. The volume of eggs in each of the channels
is largest in the four stage channel (Table 11).

37L.B. Darrah, �•

.s!.!·,

page 70.
•.J_
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Table 11.

Number of Handling Stages in Market Channel Between Cooperative
and Consumer, by Volume of Eggs Handled, Cooperative Associa
tions in Eastern Sou th Dakota, 1957.

Number of
Handling Stages

Volume
Eggs

of

Percen tage of
Total Volume

One Stage

1,005, 000

4.6

Two Stage

0

0

Thre e S tage

7, 452, 000

32 .0

Four Stage

11,987,110

51.S

Pive Stage

2,786,121

11.9

23,231,231

100 .. 0

Total

-
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CHAPTER IV
M.AlU.GER ATTITUDES Ofi FEDERATION
It was difficult to conduct interviews in an effective and

unbiased -.,,a;y for t,ro reasons. First, a free and intelligent discussion
of a federation in the abmact without some plan or proponl was

difficul.t t.o direct. Second, presenting the idea of a federation with•

out appearing biased and aa "having something to sell, " required
careful and diplomatic handling.

The idea of federation was either entirezy new or a vague

concept to l!IOllle manager!. Other managers ware familiar with the idea and

held a .firmer attitude. Attitudes tcr.Jal'd the idea of federation were
lmioubtedly affected during the course of :f;he interview•

In sane instances it vas difficult to obtain a dei':lnite answer

and the probable action of the associations had to be assumed. Despite

theee problems it is believ.ad that relati�ly �iased opinions of the

man.agars were obtained on the :unportant points.

Federati<m o� South Dakota Cooperatives
The purpose of thia aection is to describe manager attitudes

toward · the fomation of a federation of cooperatiw• in South Dakota,
aerrl.ces desired, conditions o£ memberehip, and other related areas.

Fed8£gtion Formation

'!he managers were aeked their op� on organizing a cooperative

egg marketing federation in Eastern South Dakota.. Tventy-one manager•

etated that

they favored the organizati

¢ �ch a federation (Tablo 12).
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Table 12. Attitudes Toltard a Federation of Egg Marketing Cooperatives,
by Number of Associations, Cooperative .Associations in East
ern South Dakota, 1957.
Attitudes

Number of
Assoc iations

Percentage of
Associations

21

75.0

Opposed

3

10.7

Uncertain

4

14.3

28

100.0

In Favor

Total

Twelve managers in this group qualified their answers by replying that
it would be a desirable organization if it were organized to meet their

needs.

Three managers expressed opposition to the idea of organizing a

federation. The four remaining managers W(fre undecided.
The managers who favored a federation handled 71 per cent of
total cooperative purcha.Ses (Table 13) .

Managers of associations hand

ling 19 per cent of total cooperative purchases were opposed to the
Table 13. Attitudes Toward a Federation of Egg Marketing Cooperatives,
by Volume, Cooperative Associations in Eastern South Dakota,
1957.
Attitudes

Volume in

Percentage
of Volume

In Favor

16,494,174

71.0

Opposed

4,413, 934

19.0

Uncertain

Total

Dozen

2i323!123
23.231,231

<,;

-�... ,.,

10.0

100 . 0
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federation.

Managers o f assoc iations handling 10 per cent o f total

cooperative sales were uncertain.
Functions Desired
It \las difficult to dcterru.ne the exact type o f federation
desi red.

The aanagers were cot, in all instances, familiar with

alternative types of federations or possible service s .

It wa.s noted

that practically all of the managers had been thinking of a fede ration
in tertlS o f a sales agency.
Twelve managers desired a federation that wou.ld fUDCtion as a
,ear-around marketing agency (Tables 14 and 15) .

I t was expressed that

the federation should regularly handle , pack and possible process the
eggs of menber associations.

.l\ 11 of these managers felt that concent rated

e fforts should be taken in the sales area.

Contacting prospective

buyers, advertising , and market research were mentioned as possible
duties of a federated agency.
that centralized handling

The general conclusion of this group was

\'lould be necessary to maintain quality control.

Nine managers desired a federation that would operate as a simple
bargaining agency or clearing

house.

central handling of tbe produc t .

This federation would not require

In their minds, the federation should

assist members in selling, perhaps arrange for sales and distribution,
a.nd act as a representative contactins potential outlets.

Th.rec managers

stated that it •1011ld be too costly for a federation to physically handle
eggs.

One manager who "opposed" the federa.tion idea remarked that "a

simple bargaining agency would be the best alternative if a federation
were to be organized. "
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Table 14. The Functions Desired of a Federation, by Number of Associa
tions , Cooperative Associations in Ea.stern South Dakota, 1957.
Function
Desired

Number of
Associations

Regular Marketing

Bargaining Agency or
Clearing House

Wholesaler
Undecided

Total

Table 15.

Percen tage of
Asso-ciations

12

47.7

9

32.3

4

14'.3

3

10.7

28

:.oo.o

The F unctions Desired of a Federation, by Volume Handled,
Cooperative Associations in Eastern South Dakota, 1957.

Functions
Desired

�
Volume Handled
in Dozena

Regular Marketing Agency

9,352,031

40.3

10, 135, 100

43.6

Bargai ni ng Agency or

Clea.ring House

\fholesaler

Undecided or Uncertain
Total

--

1, 728 , 040

2,016,060

23,231,231

Percen tage
of Volu�

7.4
8.7
100.0

Four managers desired a type of federation that would function as

a marketing agency except that sales would not be emphasized. These

aanagers were of the conviction that a specialized sales progra.ci was
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unnecessary providing that the volui:,e of egg sales was adequate to attract

the premium outlets. It was expressed that local wholesalers and assembly
plants were operating profitably and that a federation acting in either
function would also profit. Three maoa;ers were uncertain as to the

function they desired of a federation.

Condition� of ��t:lbcrsbip

All of tl1e managers stated their willingness to attend an

organizational ceeting. Tbe managers preferred to assist in determining

the set up, ma.nageoent , and policy rather than to wait for others to

organize it and join l ater. There t·1as fear of being "'left out in the
cold" if they did not support

the

federation from

the

bee:.nning.

'The most important condition to obtaining mecibership was that

of profit.

That the probability of profits oust

be

proaising prior to

organization and realized once in operatiOll was considered important

to all managers. A najority of managers were of the opinion that a
federation would be profitable (Table 16).

Three managers "ere

llneertain as to the profit opportunity for a federation.

The

two

remaining nanagers saw no cbanees for profita to arise from a federation.
Table 16. Manager Attitudes Toward Profit Opportunity of a Federation,
by Number of Associations. Cooperative Associations in East
ern South Dakota. 1957.
Profit
Ql,portunity

\fould be profitable

Would be

unprofitable

Uncertain

Total

Number of

Associations

23
2

..

�

28

...,,

Percentage of
Associations

82.1
7.2

10.7

100.0
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Additional Services
All managers favored a federation that offered services in

addition to marketine eggs.

However, opinions differed as to the types

of services and the time that the federation should undertal'..e various
�rvices (Table 17) .

Butter and poultry were mentioned as a.dditional
Opinions for the group were mainly concei:ned

product possibilities .

with establishing a successful egg garketing feder:i.tion first and
additional services later.
Table 17.

Manager Attitudes Toward Additional Services Provided by
a Federation, Cooperative Associations i n Eastern· South
Dakota, 1957.

Possible Services

Immediately

Event ually

Never

Total

Purchase supplies

2

l!

11

28

Handle other pro due ts

6

7

12

28

Informational services

4

21

8

28

Pinanc ia.1 Aid

0

12

16

28

Legal Assistance

1

6

21

28

Accounting Services

3

17

8

28

� of ri!ec.bersh_!E � Service
Unl.imited !1!iembership to all cooperatives regardless of size t-ras
favorec' by 25 assoc iations (Table 18).

Sixw man-age"X"S in this group

qual ified their replies by limiting the membership in a federation to a
•�snall" geoeraphic area.

The definition of "small" varied in size from

the Eastern one-third of the state to the Eastern half as divicled by the
•..t.:
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Table 18.

Manager Attitudes Toward Restrictions on Number, Size and Area
of Me!:!lber Association, by Number of Associations, Cooperative
Associations in Eastern South Dakota, 1957.

Type of
Restriction

Number of Associations Preferring
Restrictions
Yes
No

Total

Number in Membership

3

Size

25

28

3

25

28

6

22

28

of Association

Location of Association

tHssouri River.

A federation comprised of the li.mit�d membership of a

small number of the larger cooperative associations was favored by three

managers.
Association Differences
The managers

attitudes

did

not serve

to separate

associations

according to size, 1ocation and type.

Attitudes be tween associations

were evenly distributed as measured by

these

factors.

The single

varia

tion to be noted was that mana�ers in the extreme northern section of
the survey area were not

as were

as

enthusiastic about organizing a federation

other associations.

Obstacles !2, Federating
An attempt was made to find out manager attitudes on difficulties
and problems

to

obstacles were

successfully organizing

serious

lack of ciember association support and fear of injury to

existing facilities.
1.

a federation. The most
✓]

� of Member Association Support - There was skepticism as

to the willingness of South Dakota coo�ives to work together.

It was
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felt that cooperatives, particularly the man agers, were too competitive
to come to agreements readily. Another point was the difficulty to

satisfy all members on matters of policy, managecient control, fede�ation

marketing operations, and other major decisions. One manager told of his
unsuccessful attempt to organize a marketing agreement with two other

cooperatives. I t bad failed because the three managers could not agree

on policy or management. Another manager stated that he had witnessed
no difficulties o f this type when

be

managed an Iowa cooperative partici

pating in a marketing federation agreement.

One commen t was that a federation might have difficulty obtain ing

membership because existing affiliations would not be given up or dis
solved easily.
2.

f!!:! 2.f In jury � Existing

Facilities - There was fear that

setting up a federation might have undesir,6ble effects on the egg marketing
operations of member associations. The association managers wanted

assurance

that control would be vested in the members. The association

managers did not want to become s ubordinate to the federation. However,
all of the managers were willing to make considerable plant changes

for the sake of efficiency

and

profitability.

Another comment was that private egg marketing organizations

migh t retaliate against a federation in a harmful manner. Retaliation
on the basis of price and boycott were frequently me n tioned.
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CHAPr.ER V
CONSIDERATIONS FOR FEDERATING
The purpose of this chapter is

to

determine the feasibility of

orcanizing a federation of egg marketing cooperatives in eastern South
Dakota.

The marketing

efficiency of cooperatives

toward a federation were examined as related to

�nd cianager

the question

attitUdes

of feasibility .

In addition, the basic features that should characterize a federation in
South

Dakota,

the alternative types of federated

mendations for

organizing

services,

recom

and

a. federation in South Dakota were considered.

Cooperative Market ing Bff iciency

Cooperative

egg marke t ing efficiency was discussed in terms of

handling practices employed and the types �f marketing channels used.
Handling practices employed at association
of quality loss.

The efficiency

of

levels

were tested in term5

the 111Uketing structure was

measured

in terms of the marketing costs involved .
Cooperative Handling PracticesThe handling practkes eq,loyed by the 28 associations left
sm.al-1 ro0t1 for it:lprovements.
indicated that
egg

cooperative

quality maintenance.

cethods were

higbl.y

The studies reported in Chapter III

handling practices were conducive to high

Cooperative procureaent.

efficient in view

of

grading,

and storage

tb,e inforcia.tion revealed

in

the

studies.
'lbe quality of cooperative egg purchases would probably rank high
in the state alld in the

Midwest. Clean

Grade

A eggs

accounted

for 68
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per ecnt of total coopcra.tive purchases (Table 6) .

In 1 950, the a.erace

proportion of clean Grae.e A egca received at first buyer levels was 55.4
per cent for South Dakota and 66. 7 per cent for the North Central neg:lou.38
Recent figures for the Gta.te a.n:1 t"er,ion �oul<! probably be alicbtly hichcr .
�JJ!rative !!!£ketipg Channels
Cooperative em� cuketing channels are characterized bJ several
lldadlemen or hamlincr st nee.

All eJiCCcr,t one amrociat1on used t11U.'kcting

chalmels involving three to five ha.ndlin1t stages.

In view of intec.r&ted

marketing channels involvinG one or two handling stages, these were
niere arc indlcatior..o tbat ma.rtc:ating coats from quality

inefficient.

loss a.tJCl duplication of services increase directly wit.h bane.Ulna

stat;ea. 39

uarket:i.ng costs nomally bceaP? hlchcr in marteting che.nnele as a reault
of quality loss with lllCrcuce in the uut.!l>ei- of handling stases .
Additiona.J. �kcting costs arise from duplitatioii of services durina
marketl!IG.

nuplic•tion of sradJ.ne, physical handlillf' and transportation

result in ttwttlple sta�" handling channels.

.tc0ll01d.c lo�es due to

i11eroued rauketing costs are borne to a l•r•c part by the producer. 40
'lbia is true beeattae aa_rkctini; agemie• attempt to mintaln a c0l28t&nt
margin or ttarkup.
ing coots .tnvolwd.

The produce� return will depend largely on tbc CliU:'k.et
ThJJI tends to iodieatc that South Dakota cooperatives

were ustna mubtlt13 cbannela whkh were .subject to mmeceuui.ly high

38.n. Peder , li. Jrolt.lmay4r, �.

ill• ,

9•

39tt. P• Mortenson, Truaan P. Graf, 3?• g!., page 20 ancl II. B.
Lu21:lerc , !J!_. cit., pagea 14-15.
..,

C\J.:'3.

4

Graf, �·

Luzclcre, �p:igea 20-21 .

ill.•,

£.!!., pa.cc

36 1 and \'1.P. Hor�ncon, TrUr.Jan P.
"'
•t'
- ,
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marketing costs. There is also an indication that cooperative associa
t ions and their members were realizing the - monetary burdens of a
raarketing inefficiency.

The Feasibility of Federating
Before a federation is organized in Eastern South Dakota certain

prerequisites for its success should exist.

It should be demonstrated

that a federated agency would result in more efficient cooperative

marketing.

It should also be shown that the cooperatives are operating

in a manner conduc ive to successful federated activities. In addition

it should be certain that the managers o f South_ Dakota's egg marketing

cooperatives are interested in selling through a federated organ ization.

Efficient Handling

The analysis of cooperative handling practices reflects two

important conditions in relation to a federation. One is that federa,..

ting would be uncalled for as a measure to increase the efficiency of

cooperative handling practices. On the other hand, efficient handling
techn iques in meaber operations could be conducive to the success of a
sales federation.

Handling practices as they affect egg quality are of

significant importance to a federated sales agency.

Approximately 80 per cent of total cooperative sales in 1957

were of clean Grade A eggs. There are indications that a federation

would experience l ittle difficulty in mark&ting eggs of this quality.

Wholesale buyers regularly deal in Grade A eggs with a tolerance of

20 per cent. 41 Retailers, on the other hand, usually deoand a higher
4 1A min imum of 80 per cent eggs m!Jf

4

be

of Grade A qual ity.
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percentage of Grade A eggs as they are usually unable to sell 20 per
cent tolerance eggs without complaints from consumers. 42

Assuming all of the 28 associations were members of a federation,

approximately 80 per cent of their sales or 18,512, 524 dozens of eggs
could be marketed directly to retail outlets as Grade A eggs (Table

The

7) .

remaining 20 per cent could be marketed in retail trade to egg

breaker operations and other outlets. Retail stores usually carry lower
grades of eggs in stock.

Quality is unimportant in egg breaking opera
tions if eggs are edible. 43

Marketing Problems

The marketing channels used

highly inefficient.

by

South Dakota cooperatives were

There are indications that the associations would

have little success in developing a more efficient marketing structure.
The survey discovered several reasons for this dilemma. One was that
the managers did not devote a great deal of time to sales activities.

Very few managers were able to specialize in egg sales because of the
many and varied duties associated with their job.

The lack of whOlesale

competition at local levels was -another important problem.

Cooperatives

apparently had very little choice of outlets in Eastern South Dakota.

Closely related to this problem was the lack of information regarding
potential outlets outside South Dakota.

A third problem associated with

inefficient marketings was the lack of sufficient volU!lle for economical

shipments to distant buyers.

Competitive reJJ).tionships between associations

4�,;.P. Mortenson, Truman F. Graf, �- £!!. , page 14.
4
Feder, w. Kohlmeyer, 2E· �., page 22.

3n.
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prevented joint selling as a means of overcoming volume limitations.

These

reasons help to explain the frequent use of inefficient marketing channels.

Benefits of Federation
It is felt that cooperative marketing costs could be significantly
reduced through a federated operation. A federated sales agency could
elirainate the factors in cooperative egg raarketing that have prevented
the use of more efficient marketing channels .
be

The principal benefits to

expected of a federation in Ba.stern South Dakota will
1.

be

discussed.

Reduced Marketing Costs. A federated egg sales would permit

local associations in South Dakota to enjoy the advantages of large
volume operations.

Federated marketinc fa.cilities. feasible with

increased volume, would replace the middlemen i n the marketing channels.
The federation could function as country receiver, assembly plant, and
�holesaler.

Duplication of handling, and qua'1.ity loss could

be

mini

mized. Accordingly, marketing costs would decrease. Another advantage
is that the federation would provide these services at cost.

Profits

would be distributed to member a ssociations and producer patron. not to

a private handler.
2 . S ellinc Responsibilities.
were responsible for the sale of eggs.

In most instances the managers
I t was pointed out that the mana

gers normally had too m any duties to specialize his efforts in the sale
of eggs . Consequently, local markets offering convenient services were
used.

Under a federated program, the responsibility of sales could be

shifted to the manageme nt or sales committee of the federated agency.
The matter of egg sales under this plan would becoipe a routine accounting
procedure for member associations.
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3. Rel iable Outlets. A federated sales agency would provide

South Dakota cooperatives with a year-around outlet l ocated in Eastern

South Dakota. It is not intended to propose that cooperatives in South
Dakota would market all of the egg sales through a federation . Sales

should

be

made on a voluntary basis. Competition frOQ a federated sales

agency could stimulate more efficient activities on the pa.rt of whole

sale buyers and assembly plants. This could mean generally bigger

returns for South Dakota producers by the catalyst of competition.

4. Wasteful Competition. The overlapping of cooperative egg

marketing

proc urer.tent areas

has been

conducive to

a

high degree of

competition between associations. Corapetition in the form of non

cooperation has prevented the adoption of nore effic ient egg i:tar keting .

In addition, competition was wasteful in terms of price cutting to make
sales, and infringement of procurement areas<.

If this situation does

exist, a federation could extend supervisory control over practices

that were considered harmful. However, a feder ation should regulate

harmful activities only as it is authorized to do so

Association Attitudes

by

member associations.

A high degree of association support existed at the tiae of the

survey. Twenty-one of the managers expressed the opinion that a federa,..
tion would

be

desirable. All of the c::anagers stated the ir willingness

to attend a meeting or series of meetings for organ izational purposes .

Even those who were doubtful as to the merit"J- o f a federated agency

wanted to play a part in the organizational activities. There was a
.,,
fear of being "left out in the colrt" if they did not sapport the federa

tion from the beginning.
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It aee1111 probable that the limtattoms of cooperative cic markatlna
in l!utern South Dakota could be erased tl1rou�h the conbin.ation of
cooperatlYCs i n a federation.

'lbe ■urvcy l.Micated that o aajority of

auociatlona would support those Who would a.ttcapt to oraanize a federa
tion.

It was noted that the uaoclaU.ons were r al'1y for someono to take
ttctr .

the initiative and leade�ahip in the
la that 0%cuJ.zing a federation of e �

The conclusion of tho study

rketlnr. coo.,erativea i n Eastern

South natota la feaai�l• aDC1 justifiably rec
unctaacmtal Featurca
Several basic feature• for a federation arc desired and my be
assumed to be

ncrally acceptable.

are baaed on th! &urve, findiltp.

'lbeso aet-UUll)tlons of :i.cceptability

..

The 1tO.t\iitc

AO

c>=prcssed t,y the

r:aanagera would indicate that these Ceatnres should chuactcriu ::a.
fcderation.

Thi:! obstaclea to orcani2lnr, a fcdera. ion will be t1ini:dzed

if tbese features arc incorporated into its otructure.
1 . 111at the orsani&ation -will be owned and controlled by ita
mmbera u a true cooperative.
of hf.rt

the aervlc:ea

or

nits s oul<'l not preclu�c: tbf! poaaiblli t,

others.

Me oorahlt> an1 participation should

be on a voluntary baal.e.
2.

It will be so organized and o,-,er tad u to serve u m.ny eit

aa.rketina cooperative• ill tbe area wi
ln tho area of opera tions.

out u�uly sac:rificill{C offectiveacss

The effectlvaneso will uGUa11y be proportional

to the number of nccbtta .
3.

'1bc fint operations will bo tho

aost ugently oeedecJ by
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member associations.

One of the most definitc impressions obtained

during the survey was that a federation should start on a simple basis.

4.

The organization should have broad authority and powers.

It should be flexible i n organization and operations so as to meet
present needs and new and additional ones as they develop in the future.
5.

Insofar as feasible, existing operations or arrangements

should not ba disturbed.

This feature is important if support is to

be expected.
6.

There should be no interference with or control over the

member associations, except to the extent agreed upon by the meobers.
Alternative Plans
The survey

provided only general information of limited use

regarding the functions desired of a

federa'tlo<>n.

It did not provide

sufficient information upon which to draw up definite plans .

Only a

broad concept of which type of federation would be most acceptable was
obtained.

'lb.e three broad types of federation suggested were :
marketing agency, a clearing house, aud a wholesale agency.

a regulat
If a pr�f

erence did exist, the regular ma.rte ting type ,. peared to be most popular .
The author is uncertain that all managers were familiar with any type
other than the arke t ing agency.
will be included in this study.

For this reason, alternative plans
These plans �e cerely offered as

starting points for organizational purposes.

It is hoped that these

plans will provide a basis for careful selection, consideration, and
modification for those concerned �ith organizing a federation.
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Bargaining Agenc:r
The bargaining agency is the simpl e s t type of federation to be
suggested.

I t would e ngage in collective bargaining with e s tablished

brokerage and col!!l!lission agencies.
possibility a s well.

Bargaining with other ou tlets is a

The bargaining agencies would try to obtain lower

fees for its melilbers for the handling and distribution of their product.
I n the same capacity it might bargain with other buyers to obtain highe r
prices for their produc ts.

It would physically handle no products nor

carry on any actual sales transactions.
mwa amount o f personnel .
suffice.

It would require only a mini

A bargaining committee and a secretary would

O nly a nominal amount of capital would be required .

Income

would be derived from the difference between present fees or prices and
the negotiated ones.
basis.

Membership and patronage would be on a voluntary

Location of headquarters and outlets.., used should be investigated

during the organizational phase s .
Clearing House
The clearing house represents a more active type of agency than
docs the bargaining type.

Essentially it would arrange for sales or

purchas e s , and distribution of member eggs.

It differs from the bar

gaining agency in that it functions as a brokerage or com111ission agency.
No pJ:.ysical handling of products would be involved.

The clearing house

would use CODl!IOdi ty exchanges and other buyers in contact with broke rage
sales as ou tlets.
association s .

Sales could, on demand, b!' made to or be tween member

This might be feasible i n time of limited supply.

.,,

to the agency would be realized in the form of brokerage fees.
would be disiributed in proportion to member patronage.

Income
The profits

A small amount
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of capital would be necessary to enable the agency to get started.

A

manapr and a small office would be necessary.
Regular Marketing Agenc7

A third alternative is an ac tual na.rketing agellC'Y operating on a
year-around basis .

This would require extensive handling facilities.

This ai;ency would emphasize the sa.le of eggs to buyers and to areas not
served by QCClber associations.

The continuous operation of a federation

would require so� assurance of a minitwm vcctly voluae.

Definite com

mitments by tmlllbers would probllbly be Mcessary for efficient operationa.

Voluntary and c-raergeocy ship1:1ents might be preferred by ciany associations,
but would no t be conduciye to a successful federation.

The agreed-upon

volume would not have· to be the S1UOO for each association, nor remain
the u.me each year.

Weekly receipts aight be 1110re effectively accor=odated

.,

on a staggered basis.

A regular marketing federation woald have a vide variety of outlets

at its disposal.

Auction sales, established terainal ca.rkets and retail

outlets are ready b111ers of large volumes of e&P •

It may on occasion be

desirable to operate as a bargaining agency or clearing hou.e.

A full-time marketing federation would require a substantial

amount of income to CONr its coats.
for handling would be necessary.
and scllinG charges.

An office and adequate floor space

Income would be derived froa. handlin8

A subatant�al a00unt of capital would necesaarily

be derived fro:a orir;in&l investments by oe�.
A variation in the operations of a urketing federation would be
the addition of purchasing operations .

Supplies as needed in the operations

o f members could tie ?rovided by the federation.

Again the advantages of
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The purchasing operations could be

large volume business would appear.
expected to be at least

self-supporting. Regaler list prices might be

charged with savings distributed in proportion to the amount of trans
actions with individual mecbers.

'lbe addition of this service would

involve additional facil ities and accordinaly, l!lOre capital.

S�rvicc Operations
A federation could render special services in addition to the
types discussed above .

It mi�t be organized to offer these special

&en'ices as its only function.

This type of federation coald pro't'ide

general or special information re3U,larly as on request.

CoE:1piling

statistics and en.caging in aarket resen.rch oight also be of assistance
to members.

Assistance in financial planning, staJXtardization, pro

viding legal counsel. and me11bership relations are a few of the mny
ueu of sen-ice.

111t coat of services could 'be borne by each member

in relation to the use made by each.
Combinations
Other possibilities of operation would be a combination of two or
aore of the four proposals .

For instance, the federation ma1 decide to

offer special services in addition to opera.tini a.s a c learing house .
It m,:ht be desirable for the federation to handle other products
in addition to ei:cs.

This should include only those products handled by

member associations, however.

Dutter and poultry would be prom.sing

possibilities in this connection.
interest in

The survey ft.nding.s indicated so::ie

this matter.

..).
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Planning and Organizing
The obs tacles facing the federation planners are not of a serious
nature.

For the most pa.rt, the associations are awaiting a development

of this type.

This is not to imply that the job of organ izing will be

accom.plished easily or rapidly. Capable and patient leadership will be
required.
A plann ing phase should be completed before fede,ration estab
lishmen t is undertaken.

I t is essen tial that the planners are aware of

and prepared to cope with any problelllS that might aris e .
that the plans can be carried out in actuality.

It is .essential

Each alternative and

every detail should be pa.rt of a workable model which upon acceptance
can be put into action.

Once the planning s tage has been comple ted.

the work of organizing the associations can be«in .

Specific recommenda-

tions with regard to plan n ing and organizing are mentioned below.
1.

The planners should be f acdliar with all information regarding

the results o f this study, the activities of federation in other states,
and possess a general knowledge of egg marke ting in South Dakota.

The

planners should be prepared to demonstrate tbe advantages and benef its
to be derived from a federation.

They mus t also understand its short

comings of and obstacles to organizing a federation.
2.

Alternative operational plans should be worked out in detail.

The functions and services in each case shou-ld be realistic.

The costs

involved in each instance should be known in approxima-te figure s .
Poten tial or prospective outlets should b e contacted o r known .

I t is

important that the associations can be shown the cost-price relationships
to be expected under a federation.

..,__
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3. The alternative types

legal structure should be determined

of

in the planning stages. Management control and capita.1.ization
two

rost important features

considerable variation

financing . 44 Legal
with

utters.

If this

is

the

competent

gestions as

they

is

way,

eight

s. A joint

representation and

legal source. A federation

organization

t-he years. 45

same

be

the

while of a routine nature, should be handled

the legal

of f unctions or

In

planning

rethods of

Planning should be flexible.

4.

plan.

the

There could

it is empowered to do whatever it

accomplished,

the same over

bination

that

the legal structure.

pemitted in

the assistance of a

be organized so

of

are

services

It is

be

desirable

receptive to

arise fron prospective

finds desirable.

may remain essentially

could be adopted to

plans should

should

that

any com

a single

additional

workable
sug

members.

mee ting of association he-ads should be held once

accooplished. Undoubtedly, several meetings will be required

before a federation could be organized. The first meetings should stress
the need for and benefits expected of a federation.

The alter native

plans should be presented in detail. Open discussion should be per
t1itted
It

the

is

to sound out the

important that

acceptance

degree

of

enthusiasm and support that exbts.

the leader does

of a particular plan.

should ciake any and all decisions.

not show bias
The

Once

a

or try

to

influence

association representatives
decision has been made to
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section 4 . 1620, South Dakota Cooperative J.1a.rketing Act, provides
for the aerger, consolidation, or feder•tion �f cooperatives for more
economical methods of carrying on business, etc.

45 Information regarding cethods of organizing cooperatives and
variations such ns a federation can be found in Bulletins S and 10 of
.,,�
Farmers Cooperative Service. u.s.D.A.
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accept a particular or general type of organization, the routine matters
of organizing can proceed.

If a sizeable

on major

issues,

number

of associations cannot cocie into agreement

it might be desirable to organ ize a federation on a

limited membership basis. A few of the larger associations could
feasibly form a federation. This should be done only if it

alternative .

The merit of this limited

membership

that others might join it later if it were
6. Educational

programs

is

the only

federation would be

successful.

and personal contacts would be desirable

before, during, and following the organization attempt. This program

would be designed to stimulate enthusiasm and to develop good relations

between the organizers and the association

heads.
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CHAYl'ER VI

SUMMARY AND COOCLUS IONS
Summary
Vertical integration by

production a.nd marketing agencies has

become an increasingly

important development in the egg industry •of the

United States.

this development lies the desire of marketing

agencies to
marketing
of

Behind

increase egg marketing efficiency.

activities have

permitted

new economies through

duplicatory services o f mMdlemen.

from integrated
and quality
activities

V ertically

integrated

tbe elimination

The principal benefits derived

marketing operations have been reduced marketing costs

loss respectively. The success

weighs

heavily on the capability

agency to supply a large

ma.l'keting services.

of integrated marketing

of~ a particular marketing

dependable volume of eggs along with broad

These factors are of importance if the services

of middlemen are to be replaced.
Cooperative

associations in_ several states have approached inte

grated riarlte ting techniques through federated marke ting scheswes.

Federa

tions are organizations composed of two or more cooperative associations.
Pederations have been organiz.ed
conditions dictate.
agencies to

for various purposes as local marketing

Federated activities range from s imple publieity

year-around marketing organizations .

Normally.

individual cooperative associations are unable to

negotiate directly

with

large-scale retail

buy;rs

because of liaitations

federating facilitates

in volume and/-0r marketing facilities.

The act of

the assembly of luge volumes of eggs.

Exp� marketing facilities,
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feasible with increased volume, perm.its more economical handling and

marketing operations. Successful federations have been capable of

eliminating excessive marketing costs and quality loss by replacing the

middlemen in their marketing channels.

Cooperative egg marketing in South Dakota has traditio nally bee n

characterized by marketing channels involving several middlemen. There
were incications that more efficient marketing cqannels could be devel

oped. The managers of several cooperative associations in South Dakota

have become increasingly aware of the need for improved cooperative

egg marketing.

The possibility o f orsanizing an egg marketing federa

tion had been suggested by several managers as a means of maintaining
and possibly improving the competitive position o f egg marketing

cooperatives in South Dakota.

The study attempted to determine the feasibility
o f organizing
-<

a.n egg marketing federation in Eastern South Dakota, in that, selling

South Dakota eggs through a cooperative federation would improve marketing
efficiency, and that the managers of South Dak o ta egg marke ting coopera

tives would be interested in sell�g through a federated organization.
The managers of

28

egg marketing cooperatives in Eastern South

Dakota were interviewed to discover their marketing activities and to

determine their opinions toward the aspects of federating. The egg

marketing cooperatives were concentrated in the eastern one-third of

the state. Bgg procurement areas indicated that the indiv idual cooper�
tives were in competition with one or more other associations throughout
the survey area. Cooperative egg purchases in f957 constituted over 23

million dozens of eggs or 20 per cent of total egg sales in South Dakota.
·�- ., ,
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The volume handled by individual associations ranged from. 39,000 dozens
to over 2,soo. 000 dozens.

The average volume handled per assoc iation

approached 900, 000 dozens of eggs.

Conclusions
The handling practices employed by the 28 associations were highly

efficient in terns of egg quality oaintenance.

Efficient handling by

member associations would be an asset to the operation of a federation .
The organization of a federation could' improve cooperative ege

marketing in South Dakota.

The marketing channels used by South Dakota

cooperatives were highly inefficient. Marketing channels were character
ized by several nliddlemen handling stages.

There were indications that

marketing costs from quality loss and duplication of services increase

direc tly w ith handling stages.

It was concludetf that cooperative mar

keting costs could be significantly reduced through a federated operation.

A federation would enable the local association to replace the services
of middlemen.

A l arge number of associations would be willing to sell through a

federated agency.

There were definite indications that a large majority

of associations would support those who would a ttet1:pt to o.r ganize a
federation.

The managers unanimously expressed their willingness to

attend a meeting for organizational purposes.

The survey provided information by which the basic features

characterizing a federation could be selected. These features refiect

conditions under which a federation in South Dakota would be most accept

able.

It was difficult to ascertain the exact type of functions or

52
services that were desired of a federation.

In terms of a general type

of agency, the majority of managers preferred a marketing agency that
would actually handle eg8S .

Suggestions for alternative types of agencies

were included for further consideration. Recomoendations for organizing
a federation, also included in the study, highlight the necessary and
precautionary steps to be taken.

-.J�
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COOPERATIVE mo MARKETmo SURVEI
Project 2n•Economics Departmont
South Dakota State College
(Confidential)
Name of Co-ops _______________________

Addreea1_________________________

·-------------------

Pereon Interviewed.a

Dates__________

A.
1.

Egg Purchues

The percentage of egga purchaaed by theae methode iss
___Truck Route (Farm Pickup)
____Delivered to Plant

2.

Total umber of. caees of eggs purchued in 1957

C\u"rent Receipts
a.

J'rom Producer

b.

Other Buyer1
(Hot Co-ops)

c.

other Co-opa

Graded (Sae and Quality)

~

). What operations are performed by thi1 co-op between purchaao and ea.la
ot eggs?

L
/'
L
L

a. Candling

J
7
7
7
1 7

b.
c.

Oiling

'

d. Packaging
e. B1'88.king
t.

4.

Drying

l 7

7

L 7
L 7
L 7

... l 7
L 7

In what directions, and tran what diatance do you receive egga ( Truck

Routes)?

a. North

b. South

miles

mil.es

-.1�

c. East

d. Welt

mil.ea
mile1
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B. Egg Sales

5.

Percentage of total sales 1n 1957 to1
Current Receipts Graded (S & Q)
a.

Produce companies 1n So. Dale.

b.

Produce companies outside So. Dak._______

c.

Government

d.

Retailers

e.

Trucker buyers

t.

other co-op1

g.

Ct.her (Designate)

h.

Central Markets (Designate)

6.

How uny ll:1.ddlemen are im'olTed in the channel between your cooperative
am t.he ultimate consumer? (Best estimate if 1n doubt. ) What tunetiona
do they pertcma?

1.

Are egga purohaeed on grade, regraded before being sold?

a. Always

b. SOtmttimea

c. Spot Checked
d.

8.

Never

L
L
L
L

7
7
7

7

Do ;you ah1p eggs 1n f'ul.1 carload or truckl� lots?

a.

ilwaya

b. Frequently

c. Sometimes

d. NeTer

L
L
L
L

7

7
7
7

.J
-.1::'
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9.
10.

.Aro your route trucks equipped with refrigeration?

£:::J

No

£:::J

Where are egge kept in storage between purchase aJXi sale?

a. Refrigerated room

b. Insulated room (Basement)

c.

n.

Yes

Floor of plant

d. other (Designate)

£:::J
CJ
CJ
CJ

Awrage period of time between purchase and sale of eggs:

CJ
CJ
I::J

a. 48 hours or less

b. 48 - 96 hours

c. Ofer 96 hours
12.

Eetimate the proportion of clean Grade A egg purchases in 1957.
percentage o£ total purchaaes. )

lJ.

Estimate the proportion of clean Grade A eggs sold 1n 1957.
percentage of total. Alea.)

14.

Are you .familiar with federated actinties b;r cooperatiws in other
eta.tee? Yes £:::J Ho

15.

It a .tederation were organised. in eastern South Dalco:ta, what should
ite .tanctione be? (hplain. )

16.

What is your opinion on these suggested eervices?

( In

(In

r:::J

Never

Possible Services
a.

Purchase supplies

b.

Ha!nle other product•

c.

Informational sem.ces

•.J_

16.

(Continued)

Poesible services
d.

Immediately

Eventually

Never

Financial aid

e. Legal assistance

r.

17.
18.

19.

Accounting services

t-lhat conditions
(Elq>lain. )

Should

are important

to

acquiring association

a federation be limited in size of membership?

aaeooiation? Location of association?

support?

Size of

What problems do ;rou upeet to arise during an organizational
attempt? After federation ie organised?

20. Do ;rou feel that a federation would increase cooperative egg
marketing e:f'ticieney? Yee

.CJ Ho .CJ

(Explain. )

21. What adftntagea do you expect would denlop from the act of
federating?

(Explain. )

22.

Would ;rou like to aee a cooperative egg �ing l.li!l"ation
organized in eastern South Dakota? Yee ,LJ No ,LJ (If
no, e:xplain. )

23.

Would you be will1ng to attend a � to..s1f.cuas the poaaibilitiea
of organizing a federation? Iea L_/ No ,LJ

24. General comments.

�

•.,J_ -,

